Clinical Trials provides support to Investigators, Research Nurses, and Study Staff at the Colleges of Medicine (Tucson & Phoenix), Pharmacy, Nursing, and Public Health. Our team of experienced and knowledgeable Research Administrators and Coordinators can assist you with all aspects of Clinical Trials from feasibility through closure!

Click here for a checklist and more information about approvals you may need to initiate your project, and check out the Coordinator Corner for additional resources and tools!

Announcements

Clinical Trial Audits:

The Clinical Trials Financial team is conducting financial audits for UAHS Clinical Trials. This will provide an opportunity for Financial training for Clinical Trials as well as recovery for missing funds.

For more information please visit our website.
OnCore - Subject Management Training Sessions:

Subject Management Training Sessions occur the **first** and **third** Tuesday of every month. After completion of Edge and Advarra University Trainings you will be scheduled for the first session with available space.

Please check the [website](https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=d1c2a769689d48fc2c618f60e1e88c94253696de9587856f7ad31f34e4f4e514b245b51fa49cc42cab4939c001cb90b26366b9) for updates and more information.

Summary Accrual Website Updates:

The [Summary Accrual website](https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=d1c2a769689d48fc2c618f60e1e88c94253696de9587856f7ad31f34e4f4e514b245b51fa49cc42cab4939c001cb90b26366b9) has been updated. This includes revisions to the uploading process to TicketCat and an updated [accrual template](https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=d1c2a769689d48fc2c618f60e1e88c94253696de9587856f7ad31f34e4f4e514b245b51fa49cc42cab4939c001cb90b26366b9).

Accruals must be reported monthly, if there are no accruals this also needs to be reported.

Scheduling for PET & MRI Scans:

Please be aware of your subject’s study windows if they require a MRI or PET and avoid having a protocol deviation.

PET Scheduling for any type of patient, clinical or research, is out **4-6 weeks**. The best advice is for study teams to schedule as far in the future as possible. With the single PET scanner and such a high clinical need, it will be hard for Imaging to guarantee that studies can meet the windows on short notice.

Please reach out to your designated [BH CRPD](https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=d1c2a769689d48fc2c618f60e1e88c94253696de9587856f7ad31f34e4f4e514b245b51fa49cc42cab4939c001cb90b26366b9) with questions.

Banner Hospital Billing Update:

February 2024 bills have been reviewed and emails have been sent out to the corresponding UA Departments via UA Box Health. March 2024 invoices will be distributed by the second week of May 2024.

Additional resources available on our [website](https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=d1c2a769689d48fc2c618f60e1e88c94253696de9587856f7ad31f34e4f4e514b245b51fa49cc42cab4939c001cb90b26366b9).
OnCore Training

OnCore Trainings in EDGE
This allows OnCore users to complete initial training modules according to their own schedule or retake refresher trainings when needed.

Subject Management Training Sessions will be conducted twice a month via zoom. Please check the website for more information.

MORE INFORMATION

Next - Clinical Research Professional Meetings

Wednesday, May 15th
12:00 - 1:30pm

Where:
Zoom

Are you new to the University of Arizona Health Sciences (UAHS) research community and would like to keep up with the ever-evolving changes in UAHS research?
Please join us for our Bi-Monthly CRP meeting.

Join Zoom Meeting:
https://arizona.zoom.us/j/86119856786

Email here if there are specific topics you would like covered at upcoming meetings.

Calendar Updates

https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=d1c2a769689d48fc2c618f60e1e88c942536966de9587856f7ad31f34e4f4e514b245b51fa49cc42cab4939c001cb9...
Clinical Research Professional Meeting

Location: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/86119856786
Time: 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Land Acknowledgment

We respectfully acknowledge the University of Arizona is on the land and territories of Indigenous peoples. Today, Arizona is home to 22 federally recognized tribes, with Tucson being home to the O'odham and the Yaqui. Committed to diversity and inclusion, the University strives to build sustainable relationships with sovereign Native Nations and Indigenous communities through education offerings, partnerships, and community service.